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Mazu Worship in East Asia and Funadama Worship in Japan

FUJITA Akiyoshi

This paper examines the historical connections between the worship of sea gods and goddesses in 

Asia and Japan with focus on the worship of Mazu （the Goddess of the Sea）. In medieval East Asia, there 

were not only widespread beliefs in the deities of the sea, such as the officially established worship of 

the Gods of the Four Seas, the widespread folk beliefs in Dragon Kings, and the worship of Buddhist 

saints, but also many other local beliefs in the deities of the sea. Mazu was a local goddess of the sea 

first worshipped in Putian County in central Fujian, China, in the Song period. Supported by local marine 

tradesmen, the Mazu worship spread along the coastal areas of South Central China. In the meantime, 

Mazu climbed the ladder of the imperial ranking of gods and goddesses with support from local Shitaifu 

（scholar bureaucrats）, becoming a powerful goddess of the sea in China. She further claimed the ladder 

to become the official goddess of the sea as she was bestowed the official title of Tianfei （Princess of 

Heaven; called “Tenpi” in Japanese） in the Yuan period and adopted as the guardian goddess of overseas 

envoys including Zheng He in the Ming period. In the meantime, the myth established around her struck 

a chord in the hearts of men of the sea, which made her more influential in the religious world where 

many other gods and goddesses ebbed and flowed, and her worship further spread into the coastal areas 

of North China and other Asian states.

Mazu was introduced to Okinawa in the 15th century and to Kyushu in the 16th century as an 

increasing number of Chinese people visited and immigrated to the Japanese Archipelago. Tenpi shrines 

were built in Naha and Kagoshima, and a Chinese temple with a shrine to worship Mazu was built 

in Nagasaki. While a series of Sea Ban policies were introduced to restrict maritime trade, the Mazu 

worship spread from China to Japan, as exemplified by Noma Gongen worshipped in Satsuma. In addition, 

statues of Mazu （Ship Bodhisattva） placed on ships at first were eventually worshipped in different ways, 

including as the guardian of ports around Kyushu and as the guardian of gates to houses of Chinese-

Japanese immigrants and sailors in Okinawa and Kyusyu, throughout the early modern period.

Then, the Mazu worship was introduced to East Japan when Tokugawa Mitsukuni made a Tenpi shrine 

built in Hitachi while developing ports and restructuring temples and shrines and eventually spread 

along the inland waterways and the Pacific Ocean route towards the Tone River Basin and the Miyagi and 

Shimokita Peninsula region. She was not only worshipped as the goddess of ships by maritime tradesmen 
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and fishermen but also as accepted as the goddess of water or the chief deity to whom the Twenty Third 

Night Prayer was addressed. The worship also spread from Nagasaki to Kyoto and its neighborhood as 

well as Hokuriku and developed in a unique way there. In this process, the Mazu worship was mixed 

with the Funadama worship, which emerged while the early modern water transport systems were being 

developed, and she was transformed into the guardian goddess of cargo ships and sometimes played an 

important role in contractual rituals. She maintained popularity among the men of the sea until the Meiji 

Restoration although scholars of the Japanese classics repeatedly insisted that the Funadama worship in 

Japan should be distinguished from the Mazu worship in China while they were advancing their studies.
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